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(A). ANC. NEAR EAST REFERENCE WORKS (in Sterne library; most are non-circulating):

Ehrich, W. (ed.)
    Call no.: D.54.5 C48 1992 (reference section: 1st floor)

Forbes, Robert J.
    Call no.: T.15 F729 v.1-9

Meyers, Eric. M. (ed.),
    Call no.: DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).

Nicholson, P. T. and Shaw, I. (eds.)
    Call no.: TA.402.5 E3 A53 (some Near Eastern materials in Egypt)

Redford, D. B. (ed.),
    Call no.: DT.58.094 2001 (reference section: 1st floor) (some Near East entries)

Roaf, Michael
    Call no.: DS.69.5 R63 1990

Rogerson, John.
    Call no.: BS.511.3 O94 2006eb (Electronic Book)

Rogerson, John.

Sasson, Jack M. (ed.),
    Call no.: DS.57 C55 1995 (reference section: 1st floor)

Stern, Ephraim, Lewinson-Gilboa, Ayelet, and Aviram, Joseph (eds.),
1993  *The New Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land, volumes 1-4*. Jerusalem: The Israel Exploration Society.  Note: Entries on North Sinai, Negev, Timna, etc. dealing with Egyptian forts, mining centers, etc. in Sinai Peninsula.
    Call no.: DS.111 A2 E5813 1993 (reference section: 1st floor).

(B). CAMBRIDGE ANCIENT HISTORY (var. editions in Sterne library; most recent shown here)

Edwards, I. E. S., et. al. (eds.)

Edwards, I. E. S., et. al. (eds.)

Edwards, I. E. S., et. al. (eds.)

Edwards, I. E. S., et. al. (eds.)
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2
Edwards, I. E. S. et. al. (eds.)

Boardman, J. (ed.),

Boardman, J. and Hammond, N.G.L. (eds.),

Boardman, J., et. al. (eds.)

Boardman, J. (ed.)
1984  *The Cambridge Ancient History. Plates to Volume III: The Middle East, the Greek World and the Balkans to the Sixth Century B.C.*. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.  Call no.: D57 C252 vol.3 <plates>

Boardman, J. (ed.)

Lewis, D. M. et. al. (ed.)

Lewis, D. M. et. al. (ed.)

(C). EGYPTOLOGICAL and NEAR EASTERN JOURNALS (in Sterne Library):
Note: Egyptological journals may contain articles pertaining to Egypto-Levantine contact, etc.

*JARCE = Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt* (some recent issues in Sterne DT.57 A57)
  *NARCE/BARCE* nos.177-82, 184-5, 188, 190-2.

*JE A = Journal of Egyptian Archaeology* (electronic resource; via JSTOR [in Sterne catalogue])

*JNES = Journal of Near Eastern Studies* (many issues in Sterne; also via JSTOR [on-line data-base])

*JSSEA = Journal of the Society for the Study of Egyptian Antiquities* (recent issues: DT.57 S64)

*Antiquity Note:* In Lister Hill Library (UAB campus); many issues in Sterne Library.
(D). **JOURNALS on-line via JSTOR**: link provided by Sterne library databases via “J” → JSTOR & article/subject search. Regarding journals and articles on aspects of Ancient Egypt, the library does not have many hard copies (see above), but does have access to on-line copies of certain journals (see JSTOR), featuring issues from 5 years ago (or more), prior to more recent or current issues. For example:

**JSTOR: On-line journal articles on Ancient Egypt and/or Ancient Near East-Mediterranean.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Provider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archaeology</td>
<td>Archaeology</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>American Antiquity</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJA</td>
<td>American Journal of Archaeology</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Anatolian Studies</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Biblical Archaeology</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASOR</td>
<td>Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMMA</td>
<td>Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum of Art</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSOAS</td>
<td>Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>Isis</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAOS</td>
<td>Journal of the American Oriental Society</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCS</td>
<td>Journal of Cuneiform Studies</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEA</td>
<td>Journal of Egyptian Archaeology</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JESHO</td>
<td>Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFA</td>
<td>Journal of Field Archaeology</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHS</td>
<td>Journal of Hellenic Studies</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNES</td>
<td>Journal of Near Eastern Studies</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEA</td>
<td>Near Eastern Archaeology</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTS</td>
<td>The Old Testament Student</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>STOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>Vetus Testamentum</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>World Archaeology</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(E). **Hundreds of electronic Near Eastern books available as pdf files on-line:**

**ETANA** (Electronic Tools and Ancient Near Eastern Archives):

Website: [http://www.etana.org](http://www.etana.org)

(a) → click on **Core texts** for either listing by **authors** or by **titles** → provides 360 books available as downloadable, or viewable, pdf files.

(b) → click on **All electronic books** for either listing by **authors** or by **titles** → provides 1,784 books available as downloadable, or viewable, pdf files.

**Google Book Search** (aiming to make all books available on-line in electronic format)

Website: [http://books.google.com](http://books.google.com) (try advanced search mode) → search for a specific author, title, or subject area (has diverse subject areas).

(F). **Important journals NOT in JSTOR (some articles may be available via instructor).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAR</td>
<td>Biblical Archaeology Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEJ</td>
<td>Israel Exploration Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levant</td>
<td>Levant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEQ</td>
<td>Palestine Exploration Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>Tel Aviv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(G). NEAR EAST OVERVIEWS / TIME PERIODS.

1. Broad Overviews / Daily Life / History / etc.:

Akkermans, P.M.M.G. and Schwarz, G.M. 2003 *The Archaeology of Syria: From Complex Hunter-Gatherers to Early Urban Societies (ca. 16,000-300 BC)*. Cambridge World Archaeology. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.  
**Call no.:** xxx (in library)

Ben-Tor, Amnon (ed.), 1993 *The Archaeology of Ancient Israel*, Translated by R. Greenberg. New Haven: Yale University Press. **Call no.:**


**Call no.:** Call no.: U.873 C367 2003x

Hawkes, Jaquette 1973 *The First Great Civilizations: Life in Mesopotamia, the Indus Valley, and Egypt*. New York: Knopf. **Call no.:** DS.57 H37

**Call no.:** xxx (in library)

**Call no.:** N.2427 K3x


**Call no.:** DS.112 A73 1995

**Call no.:** DS.62 M413 1896; 1894b; other copies; **Note: use caution!** (dated source).

Maspero, G. 1892 *Life in Ancient Egypt and Assyria*. XXX. **Call no.:** DS.57 M4 (ETS); **Note: caution!** (dated source).

**Call no.:** BS.621 M39 1990


**Call no.:** DT.82.5 P19 R43 1992 (double copy).
Call no.: xxx (in library)

Call no.: DS.54.3 T37 1988

Note: dated source!; Call no.: DT.85 W3

1. General overview:  

**General sources: ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU).**  
**Note:** Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here (other languages listed at end of file). Maspero, G.; Sayce, A.H. (ed.); McClure, M.L. (translator). *History Of Egypt, Chaldeea, Syria, Babylonia, and Assyria, Volume 1 (of 12)* Project Gutenberg Book.  


Redford, Donald B. *Donald B. Redford Festschrift Book*.  
2a. Neolithic-Chalcolithic Syria-Palestine:

Akkermans, P.M.M.G. and Schwarz, G.M. 2003 *The Archaeology of Syria: From Complex Hunter-Gatherers to Early Urban Societies (ca. 16,000-300 BC).* Cambridge World Archaeology. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Call no.: xxx (in library)


Weiss, Harvey (ed.) 1985  *Ebla to Damascus: Art and Archaeology of Ancient Syria*. Washington: Smithsonian Institution.  **Call no.:** xxx (in library)

**2a. Prehistoric OEANE articles:** DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).


Bar-Yosef, Ofer

McClellan, Thomas L.

Bar-Yosef, Ofer

Bar-Yosef, Ofer

Herr, Larry G.

Henry, Donald O.

Levy, Thomas E.

Henry, Donald O.

Bar-Yosef, Ofer

Braun, Eliot

Moore, A. M. T.

Hennessy, J. Basil

Rollefson, Gary O.

2b. Prehistoric Cyprus:

2c. Prehistoric Anatolia:
Gorny, Ronald L.

Todd, Ian A.
Ozdogan, Mehmet

Yakar, Jak

Hauptmann, Harald

2d. Prehistoric Mesopotamia:
Voigt, Mary M.

Danti, Michael D.

Watson, Patty Jo

Matthews, R. J.

Nissen, Hans J.

Hole, Frank

Hansen, Donald P.

Solecki, Ralph S.

2e. Prehistoric Egypt and the Levant (see indexes for discussion):
Brewer, Douglas J.

Davis, Whitney

Ehrich, W. (ed.)
Gilbert, Gregory Phillip
Call no.: U.31 G55 2004

Rice, M.
Call no.: DT.61 R493 2003eb (Electronic Book)

Spencer, A. J. (ed.),
Call no.: DT.60 A84 1996

Spencer, A. J.
Call no.: DT.61 S845 1993

Waddell, L. A.
Call no.: DT.85 W3

Wengrow, David

Wilkinson, T. A. H.
Call no.: DT.85 W49 1999 (Electronic Book and Shelf copy).
3. Early Bronze Age I-IV Near East:

3a. EB Age I-IV Syria-Palestine:

Akkermans, P.M.M.G. and Schwarz, G.M.
2003 *The Archaeology of Syria: From Complex Hunter-Gatherers to Early Urban Societies (ca. 16,000-300 BC)*. Cambridge World Archaeology. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Call no.: xxx (in library)

Aruz, J. and Wallenfels, R. (eds.),

Ben-Tor, Amnon

Dever, William G.

Ehrich, W. (ed.)

Gophna, Ram

Grigson, Caroline

Gophna, Ram

Hamblin, William J.

Kempinski, Aharon and Reich, Ronny (eds.)

Snell, Daniel C.

Tubb, Jonathan N.

Weiss, Harvey (ed.)
3a. EB Age CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on EB Age Syria-Palestine:

Vaux, R. de.

Drower, M.S. and Bottero, J.

3a. EB Age OENANE articles: DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).

Schaub, R. Thomas

Dever, William G.

Joffe, Alexander H.

Kafafi, Zeidan A.

Gophna, Ram

Mazar, Amihai and de Miroschedji, Pierre

Betts, Alison V. G.

Dever, William G.

Muhly, J. D.

Joffe, Alexander H.

Herr, Larry G.

Wachsmann, Shelly
Buccellati, Giorgio

Braun, Eliot

Sauer, James A. and Herr, Larry G.

Ibrahim, Moawiyah and Mittmann, Siegfried

3b. EB Age I-IV Cyprus:

EB Age CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on EB Age Cyprus:
Catling, H.W.

3b. EB Age I-IV OEANE articles on Cyprus:
Swiny, Stuart

3c. EB Age I-IV Anatolia:

EB Age CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on EB Age Anatolia:
Mellaart, J. and Blegen, C.W.
Lewy, H.
Mellaart, J. and Blegen, C.W.

3c. EB Age OEAƎNE articles: DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).

Yener, K. Aslihan

Veenhof, Klaas R.
Herr, Larry G.

3d. EB Age Mesopotamia:
Snell, Daniel C.
   Call no.: xxx (in library)

3e. EB Age Egypt and the Levant (see indexes for discussion):
Ehrich, W. (ed.)
   Call no.: D.54.5 C48 1992 (1st floor reference).
Gilbert, Gregory Phillip
   Call no.: U.31 G55 2004
Rice, M.
   Call no.: DT.61 R493 2003eb (Electronic Book)
Spencer, A. J. (ed.),
   Call no.: DT.60 A84 1996
Spencer, A. J.
   Call no.: DT.61 S845 1993
Wengrow, David
Wilkinson, T. A. H.
   Call no.: DT.85 W49 1999 (Electronic Book and Shelf copy).
4. Middle Bronze Age IIA Near East:

4a. MB Age IIA Syria-Palestine:

Akkermans, P.M.M.G. and Schwarz, G.M.

Call no.: xxx (in library)

Hamblin, William J.


Ilan, David

Call no.: DS.112 A73 1995

Kempinski, Aharon and Reich, Ronny (eds.)


Kempinski, Aharon

Call no.: .

Snell, Daniel C.

Call no.: xxx (in library)

Tubb, Jonathan N.


Weiss, Harvey (ed.)


Guichard, Michael


Muhly, J. D.


Joffe, Alexander H.


Herr, Larry G.


Buccellati, Giorgio


Sauer, James A. and Herr, Larry G.

OEAE Articles on Syria-Palestine: Call no.: DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)
Seidlmayer, S.J.

4b. CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on MB Age IIA Cyprus:
Catling, H.W.
Posener, G., Bottero, J., and Kenyon, K.M.

4c. MB Age IIA Anatolia:

4d. MB Age IIA Mesopotamia:
Snell, Daniel C.

4e. MB Age IIA Egypt and the Levant (see indexes for discussion):
Barta, Miroslav
2003 *Sinuhe, the Bible, and the Patriarchs*. Prague: Set Out. Call no.: DT.87.38 B3713 2003
Lichtheim, M.
Parkinson, R. B.
Petrie, W. M. F. and Duncan, J. G.
5. MB IIB-C Near East:
5a. MB Age IIB-C Syria-Palestine:
Akkermans, P.M.M.G. and Schwarz, G.M.
Call no.: xxx (in library)

Fields, Nic

Ilan, David
Call no.: DS.112 A73 1995

Kempinski, Aharon and Reich, Ronny (eds.)

Kempinski, Aharon
Call no.: .

Snell, Daniel C.
Call no.: xxx (in library)

Tubb, Jonathan N.

Weiss, Harvey (ed.)

5a. MB Age CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on MB Age Syria-Palestine:
Kenyon, K.M.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.1 (use with more recent studies)

5a. MB Age OEANE articles:
Muhlly, J. D.

Herr, Larry G.

Sauer, James A. and Herr, Larry G.
5b. CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on MB Age IIA Cyprus:
Catling, H.W.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.1 (use with more recent studies)

5c. MB Age IIA Anatolia:
Bass, George F.

5c. MB Age CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on MB Age IIA Anatolia:
Mellaart, J. and Blegen, C.W.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.1 pt.2 (use with more recent studies)

5d. MB Age IIA Mesopotamia:
Snell, Daniel C.
Call no.: xxx (in library)

5e. MB Age IIB-C Egypt and the Levant (see indexes for discussion):
Bietak, Manfred
Booth, C.

Bourriau, J.
Oren, Eliezer D. (ed.).

Petrie, W. M. F. and Duncan, J. G.

5e. MB Age IIB-C OEANE articles: DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).
Bietak, M.

Weinstein, James M.
Holladay, Jr., John S.
5e. MB Age IIB-C OEAЕ Articles: Call no.: DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)
Bietak, M.
Quirke, S.G.J.
Bietak, M.
Vandersleyen, Claude A.P.
Quirke, S.G.J.
Polz, D.C.
Holladay, J.S.

5e. MB Age EAAЕ Articles: Call no.: DT.58 E53 1999
Bietak, Manfred
Bietak, Manfred
Late Bronze Age Near East:

6a. Late Bronze Age Syria-Palestine:

Akkermans, P.M.M.G. and Schwarz, G.M. 2003 *The Archaeology of Syria: From Complex Hunter-Gatherers to Early Urban Societies (ca. 16,000-300 BC)*. Cambridge World Archaeology. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Call no.: xxx (in library)


Dever, William G. 2000 *Biblical Archaeology: Death and Rebirth*. XXX. Call no.: XX.448 H (reserve; circulation desk) (Electronic Book)


Weiss, Harvey (ed.) 1985  *Ebla to Damascus: Art and Archaeology of Ancient Syria*. Washington: Smithsonian Institution.  **Call no.:** xxx (in library)

### 6a. LB Age CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on LB Age Syria-Palestine:


### 6a. LB Age OFANE articles: DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).


Herr, Larry G.

Buccellati, Giorgio

Sauer, James A. and Herr, Larry G.

6b. LB Age OEAE Articles on Syria-Palestine: Call no.: DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)
Murnane, William J.

6b. LB Age Cyprus:
Catling, H.W.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2 (use with more recent studies)

6b. LB Age OEANE articles: DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).
Kling, Barbara

Todd, Ian A.

6c. LB Age Hittites/Anatolia:
Beckman, Gary
Call no.: KL.4712.2 A4 1999
Bryce, Trevor
2007 Hittite Warrior. Osprey Warrior Series 120. Osprey Publishing Ltd.
Call no.: DS.66 B73 2007

Bryce, Trevor
Call no.: DF.221 T8 B79 2006 (Electronic Book)

Bryce, Trevor
Call no.: DS.66 B755 2004

Bryce, Trevor
Collins, Billie Jean
Fields, Nic  
**Call no.:** U.29 F53 2006

Gurney, O. R.  
**Call no.:** DS.66 G8 1954 (ETS)

Hoffner, Jr., Harry A.  
**Call no.:** BL.2370 H5 H57 1998

Joukowsky, Martha Sharp  
**Call no.:** NOT YET (???)

MacQueen, J. G.  
**Call no.:** DS.66 M23 1986

Nossov, Konstantin S.  
**Call no.:** UG.429 T9 N676 2008x

Osten, H. H.  
**Call no.:** PJ.2 C5 (ETS)

Roth, Ann-Macy,  
**Call no.:** KL.210 R68 1997

**6c. LB Age CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on LB Age Anatolia and the Hittites:**

Goetze, A., Drower, M.S., and Blegen, C.W.  
**Call no.:** D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2 (use with more recent studies)

Goetze, A.  
**Call no.:** D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2 (use with more recent studies)

Gurney, O.R.  
**Call no.:** D57 C252 vol.2 pt.1 (use with more recent studies)

Gurney, O.R. and Blegen, C.W.  
**Call no.:** D57 C252 vol.2 pt.1 (use with more recent studies)

**6c. LB Age OAEAE Articles on LB Age Anatolia/Hittites:**  
**Call no.:** DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. 1st floor)

Cline, E.H.  
6c. **LB Age OEANE articles:** DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).
Pulak, Cemal and Bass, George F.

6c. **LB Age Anatolia/Hittites: ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU).**

**Note:** Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here (other languages listed at end of file).
Schliemann, Heinrich. *Ilios. The city and country of the Trojans: the results of researches and discoveries on the site of Troy and through the Troad in the years 1871-72-73-78-79; including an autobiography of the author.* By Dr. Henry Schliemann ... With a preface, appendices, and notes by Professor Rudolf Virchow, Max Muller, A.H. Sayce, J.P. Mahaffy, H. Brugsch-Bey [etc.].
*On-line electronic book:* link via [http://www.etana.org](http://www.etana.org) (core/all texts, author no.1473)
Thompson, R. Campbell. *A new decipherment of the Hittite Hieroglyphics.*
*On-line electronic book:* link via [http://www.etana.org](http://www.etana.org) (core/all texts, author no.1635)

6d. **LB Age Mesopotamia:**
Snell, Daniel C.
**Call no.:** xxx (in library)

6e. **LB Age Egypt and the Levant (see indexes for discussion):**
Albright, W.F.
**Call no.:** D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2 (*use with more recent studies*)
Cohen, Raymond and Westbrook, Raymond
**Call no.:** DS.62.23 A43 2000
Darnell, John C. and Manassa, Colleen
2007  *Tutankhamun's Armies: Battle and Conquest during Ancient Egypt's Late 18th Dynasty.* Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  
**Call no.:** DT.81 D36 2007
Fields, Nic
**Call no.:** U.29 F53 2006
Healy, M.
**Call no.:** DT.88 H43 1993
Healy, Mark and McBride, Angus
**Call no.:** DT.87 H43 1992
Jacq, Christian
**Call no.:** PQ.2670 A.2438 B.3813 1998
Lichtheim, M.
**Call no.:** PJ.1943 L5 2006
Littauer, M. A. and Crouwel, J. H.  
1985 *Chariots and Related Equipment from the Tomb of Tut’Ankhamun.* Tut’ankhamun Tomb Series vol. 8. Oxford: Griffith Institute.  **Call no.: DT.87.5 T8 no.8**

Liverani, Mario  

McLeod, W.  
1982 *Self Bows and Other Archery tackle from the Tomb of Tut’Ankhamun.* Tut’ankhamun Tomb Series vol. 4. Oxford: Griffith Institute.  **Call no.: NOT YET (???)**

McLeod, W.  
1970 *Composite Bows from the Tomb of Tut’Ankhamun.* Tut’ankhamun Tomb Series vol. 3. Oxford: Griffith Institute.  **Call no.: DT.87.5 T8 no.3**

Moran, W. L.  

Moran, W. L.  
2003 *Amarna Studies: Collected Writings.* Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns.  **Call no.: PJ.3887 M67 2003**

Moran, W.L.  

Morris, Ellen Fowles,  

Murnane, William J.  

Murnane, W. J.  
1990 *The Road to Kadesh: A Historical Interpretation of the Battle Reliefs of King Sety I at Karnak.* Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization no.42. Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago (second edition).  **Call no.: DT.87 M87 1985**

Partridge, Robert B.  

Redford, Donald B.  
2003 *The Wars in Syria and Palestine of Thutmose III.* Leiden: E. J. Brill.  **Call no.: NOT YET**

Spalinger, A. J.  
2005 *War in Ancient Egypt.* Oxford: Blackwell Publishing.  **Call no.: U.31 S66 2005 (double copy).**

Steindorff, George and Seele, Keith C.  
1957 *When Egypt Ruled the East (second edition).* Chicago: The University of Chicago Press.  **Call no.: DT.83 S84 1957**
7a. Exodus Tradition (Late 13th cent. BCE):
Hoffmeier, J. K.
Redford, D. B.
**Call no.:** DT.82.5 P19 R43 1992  (**double copy**).  See last chapters for Exodus traditions.

7a. OEAE Articles:  **Call no.:** DT.58.094 2001  (Ref. section 1st floor)
Gorg, M.
8a. Sea Peoples (ca. 1200 BCE):
Barnett, R.D.
**Call no.:** D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2 (*use with more recent studies*)
Dothan, T. and Dothan, M.
**Call no.:** DS.90 D63 1992
Drews, R.
Sandars, N. K.
1985 *The Sea Peoples: Warriors of the Ancient Mediterranean.* London: Thames and Hudson (Revised edition). **Call no.:** DE.73.2 S4 S26 1985
Stager, Lawrence E.
**Call no.:** DS.112 A73 1995

8a. Sea Peoples OEAE Articles: **Call no.:** DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)
Leahy, A.
Egberts, A.

8a. Sea Peoples EAAE Articles: **Call no.:** DT.58 E53 1999
Yurco, Frank J.

8a. Sea Peoples: Philistines OEANE Articles:
Dothan, Trude

8a. Sea Peoples: ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU).
**Note:** Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here (other languages listed at end of file).
Woudhuizen, F. C. *The Ethnicity of the Sea Peoples / De etniciteit van de zeevolken.*
**On-line electronic book:** link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.1760)
**On-line electronic book:** link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.1761)

Syria-Palestine: ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU).
**Note:** Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here (other languages listed at end of file).
Bierling, Neal. *Giving Goliath His Due: New Archaeological Light on the Philistines.*
**On-line electronic book:** link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.175)
Fugitt, Stephen Mark. *Philistine burial practices in cultural context.*
**On-line electronic book:** link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.677)
9. Iron Age Near East:

9a. Iron Age Syria-Palestine:

Akkermans, P.M.M.G. and Schwarz, G.M.
*Call no.: xxx (in library)*

Barkay, Gabriel  
*Call no.: DS.115.5 D39 2006*

Dever, William G.  
*Call no.: DS.69.5 R63 1990*

Dever, William G.  
2000  *Biblical Archaeology: Death and Rebirth*. XXX.  
*Call no.: XX.448 H (reserve; circulation desk)*  
(Electronic Book)

Dever, William G.  
*Call no.: DS.112 A73 1995*

Dever, William G.  
*Call no.: DS.62.23 M43 1998*

Finkelstein, Israel  
*Call no.: DS.112 A73 1995*

Gitin, S., Mazar, A., and Stern, E. (eds.),  
*Call no.: DS.62.23 M43 1998*

Holladay, Jr., John S.  
*Call no.: DS.112 A73 1995*

Kempinski, Aharon and Reich, Ronny (eds.)  
*Call no.: NA.240 A3613 1992*

Isserlin, B. S. J.  
*Call no.: xxx (in library)*

Kelle, Brad  
*Call no.: DS.121 K33 2007*

Kitchen, Kenneth A.  
*Call no.: NOT YET*
LaBianca, Oystein S. and Younker, Randall W.
Call no.: DS.112 A73 1995

Levy, Thomas E. and Higgin, T. (eds.).

Mazar, Amihai (ed.),

Mazar, Amihai
Call no.: .

Moscati, Sabatino (ed.).

Snell, Daniel C.

Vaux, Roland de

Weiss, Harvey (ed.)

9a. Iron Age CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on Iron Age Syria-Palestine:
Albright, W.F.

Culican, W.

Eissfeldt, O.
Hawkins, J.D.  

Mitchell, T.C.  

Mitchell, T.C.  


Teixidor, Javier  

Israel, Felice  

Herzog, Ze’ev  

Lemaire, Andre  

Padgett, J. Michael  

Long, Gary Alan  

Mazar, Amihai  

Dessel, J. P.  

Meshel, Ze’ev  


Markoe, Glenn

Beit-Arie, Itzhaq

Dever, William G.

Kaufman, Ivan T.

Linder, Elisha

Pardee, Dennis

Assaf, Ali Abou

Bienkowski, Piotr

Sauer, James A. and Herr, Larry G.

Bienkowski, Piotr

Clemens, David M.

**Syria-Palestine: ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU).**

**Note:** Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here (other languages listed at end of file).

Bierling, Neal. *Giving Goliath His Due: New Archaeological Light on the Philistines.*

**On-line electronic book:** link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.175)

Fugitt, Stephen Mark. *Phylistine burial practices in cultural context.*

**On-line electronic book:** link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.677)

MacKay, Donald Bruce. *Ethnicity and Israelite religion : the anthropology of social boundaries in judges* Canadian theses.

**On-line electronic book:** link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.1122)
9b. Iron Age Cyprus:
9b. Iron Age CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on Iron Age Cyprus:
Karageorghis, V.
Karageorghis, V.

9c. Iron Age Anatolia:
Cook, J.M.
Hawkins, J.D.

Bron, François

9d. Iron Age Mesopotamia:
Snell, Daniel C.

Frame, Grant
Dittmann, Reinhard
Frame, Grant
Negahban, Ezat O.
9e. Iron Age Egypt and the Levant (see indexes for discussion):
Edwards, I.E.S.
Hope, Colin A.
Kitchen, K. A.
9e. Iron Age OEAE Articles: Call no.: DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)
Dodson, A.
Kitchen, K.A.
Egberts, A.
9e. Iron Age EAAE Articles: Call no.: DT.58 E53 1999
Aston, David A.
10. Late Iron Age Near East:

10a. Late Iron Age / Assyrian period Syria-Palestine:

Akkermans, P.M.M.G. and Schwarz, G.M. 2003  *The Archaeology of Syria: From Complex Hunter-Gatherers to Early Urban Societies (ca. 16,000-300 BC)*. Cambridge World Archaeology. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.  
*Call no.: xxx (in library)*

*Call no.: xxx (in library)*

*Call no.: NA.240 A3613 1992*

*Call no.: xxx (in library)*

*Call no.: xxx (in library)*

10a. Late Iron Age CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on Syria-Palestine:

*Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2 (use with more recent studies)*

*Call no.: D57 C252 vol.3 pt.2*

*Call no.: D57 C252 vol.3 pt.2*

*Call no.: D57 C252 vol.3 pt.2*
10a. Late Iron Age OEANE articles: DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).

Padgett, J. Michael

Muhly, J. D.

Ward, William A.

Markoe, Glenn

Sauer, James A. and Herr, Larry G.

10b. Late Iron Age Cyprus:

10c. Late Iron Age Anatolia:

10d. Late Iron Age Mesopotamia:

Snell, Daniel C.
   Call no.: xxx (in library)

10e. Late Iron Age Egypt and the Levant (see indexes for discussion):

Bonnet, Charles and Valbelle, Domonique

James, T.G.H.

Morkot, R. G.

Redford, D. B.

10e. Late Iron Age OEAE Articles: Call no.: DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)

Kitchen, K.A.
Kitchen, K.A.

Redford, D.B.
11. Babylonian to Persian period Near East:
11a. Babylonian to Persian period Syria-Palestine:

Akkermans, P.M.M.G. and Schwarz, G.M.
Call no.: xxx (in library)

Isserlin, B. S. J.
Call no.: xxx (in library)

Kempinski, Aharon and Reich, Ronny (eds.)

Snell, Daniel C.
Call no.: xxx (in library)

Stern, Ephraim

Vaux, Roland de
Call no.: xxx (in library)

Weiss, Harvey (ed.)

11a. Babylonian-Persian CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on Babylonian-Persian period Syria-Palestine:

Mitchell, T.C.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.3 pt.2


Padgett, J. Michael

Lapp, Eric C.
Graf, David F.

Prausnitz, M. W.

Bounni, Adnan

Parker, S. Thomas

11b. Babylonian-Persian period Cyprus:
11c. Babylonian-Persian period Anatolia:

11d. Babylonian-Persian period Mesopotamia:
Snell, Daniel C.

11d. Babylonian-Persian period OEANE articles on Mesopotamia:
Seidl, Ursula

Stronach, David

Stronach, David and Codella, Kim

11e. Babylonian-Persian period Egypt and the Levant (see indexes for discussion):
James, T.G.H.

Lloyd, A.B.

Mysliwiec, K.
Stern, Ephriam

**11e. Babylonian-Persian period OEAE Articles:** Call no.: DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)

Josephson, Jack A.

Lloyd, A.B.

Ray, J.D.

Spalinger, A.J.

Ray, J.D.

Bresciani, E.

Lloyd, A.B.

Lloyd, A.B.

Josephson, J.A.

Spalinger, A.J.

**11e. Babylonian-Persian period EAAE Articles:** Call no.: DT.58 E53 1999

Johnson, Janet H.
(H). ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES, REGIONS, and PEOPLES.

NOTE: These represent summaries of work conducted in the Aegean and Near East.

Syria-Palestine primary site reports:


Syria-Palestine primary site reports: ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU). Note: Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here.


Ingram, Rebecca Suzanne. 1976- *Faience and glass beads from the late Bronze Age shipwreck at Uluburun.*


Greenberg, Raphael  

Dever, William G.  

Liebowitz, Harold A.  

Manor, Dale W.  

Arav, Ram  

Mazar, Amihai  

Dever, William G.  

Joffe, Alexander H.  

Nakhai, Beth Alpert  

Mazar, Amihai  

Hackett, Jo Ann  

Hackett, Jo Ann  

Loffreda, Stanislao  

Bar-Yosef, Ofer  

Dever, William G.  

Ilan, David  
Dothan, Trude

Stern, Ephriam

Cooley, Robert E. and Pratico, Gary D.

Zertal, Adam

Bartlett, John R.

Bar-Yosef, Ofer

Gophna, Ram

Stern, Ephriam

Kochavi, Moshe

Braun, Eliot

Dessel, J. P.

Brandl, Baruch

Kochavi, Moshe

Joffe, Alexander H.

Weinstein, James M.

Hauptmann, Andreas
Lapp, Nancy L.

Gal, Zvi

Herzog, Ze’ev

Dever, William G.

Pardee, Dennis

Hallote, Rachel S.

Levy, Thomas E.

Ottosson, Magnus

Mazar, Amihai

Ma’oz, Zvi Uri

Meyers, Carol L.

Kochavi, Moshe

Oren, Eliezer D.

Mazar, Amihai and de Miroschedji, Pierre

Bar-Yosef, Ofer

Ben-Tor, Amnon
Hammond, Philip C.

Dever, William G.

Fargo, Valerie M.

Beit-Arieh, Itzhaq

Fritz, Volkmar

Watkins, Leslie

Dessel, J. P.

Dever, William G.

Van Beek, Gus W.

Holland, Thomas A.

Bahat, Dan

Ussishkin, David

Ibrahim, Moawiyah

Offer, Avi

Manor, Dale W.

Dever, William G.


Ben-Tor, Amnon

Beit-Arieh, Itzhaq

Dever, William G.

Donceel, Robert

Kochavi, Moshe

Cooley, Robert E.

Dessel, J. P.

Mizrachi, Yonathan

Tappy, Ron

Kaufman, Ivan T.

Meyers, Carol L. and Meyers, Eric M.

Oren, Eliezer D.

Prausnitz, M. W.

Linder, Elisha

Seger, Joe D.


Liebowitz, Harold A.

Ben-Tor, Amnon

Kochavi, Moshe

**Palestine OEAE Articles: Call no.:** DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)

Murnane, W.J.

Weinstein, James M.

Weinstein, James M.

Hoffmeier, J.K.

Mumford, G.D.

**EAAE Articles on Syria-Palestine: Call no.:** DT.58 E53 1999

Weinstein, James

Dever, William G.

Mare, W. Harold

Kafafi, Z. and Dollfus, G.

Holt, Frank L.

Dornemann, Ruldolph H.

Herr, Larry G.

Herr, Larry G.

Israel, Felice

Garrard, Andrew N.

Schaub, R. Thomas

Bets, Alison V. G.

Worschech, Udo

McGovern, Patrick E.

Gebel, Hans Georg and Muheisen, Mujahed

Byrd, Brian F.

Padgett, J. Michael


Wright, Katherine I.  

Schaub, R. Thomas  

Bienkowski, Piotr  

Hennessy, J. Basil  

Rollefson, Gary O.  

Sauer, James A. and Herr, Larry G.  

Parker, S. Thomas  

Geraty, Lawrence T.  

Bienkowski, Piotr  

Mabry, Jonathan B. and Palumbo, Gaetano  

Ibrahim, Moawiyah and Mittmann, Siegfried  

Banning, E. B.  
Pitard, Wayne T.

Matthiae, Paolo

Rendsburg, Gary A.

Archi, Alfonso

Margueron, Jean-Claude and Sigrist, Marcel

Huehnergard, John

Long, Gary Alan

Kohlmeyer, Kay

Dornemann, Rudolph H.

Dornemann, Rudolph H.

Dornemann, Rudolph H.

Badre, Leila

Bounni, Adnan

Moore, A.M.T.

Moore, A. M. T.

Weiss, Harvey
Margueron, Jean-Claude  

Guichard, Michael  

Assaf, Ali Abou  

Harrak, Amir  

Buccellati, Giorgio and Kelly-Buccellati, Marilyn  

McClellan, Thomas L.  

Parr, Peter J.  

Hawkins, J. D.  

Gropp, Douglas M.  

Bounni, Adnan  

LaBianca, Oystein S.  

Ward, William A.  

Markoe, Glenn  

Dornemann, Rudolph H.  

Killebrew, Ann  

McClellan, Thomas L.  


Pardee, Dennis

Pardee, Dennis

Clemens, David M.

**OEAE Articles on Syria-Palestine:** Call no.: DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)
Weinstein, James M.

Astour, Michael C.

Hernary, Antoine

Kling, Barbara

Muhly, J. D.

Lagarce, Jaques

Gaber, Pamela

Todd, Ian A. and South, Alison K.

Fagan, Brian

Soren, David

Herscher, Ellen

Maier, Franz Georg

Rupp, David W.

Todd, Ian A.

Swiny, Stuart

4. OEAE Articles on Cyprus: Call no.: DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)

Cline, Eric H.

4. EAAE Articles on Cyprus: Call no.: DT.58 E53 1999

McClellan, Murray

Stein, Dianna L.

Greenstein, Edward L.

Holt, Frank L.

Gorny, Ronald L.

Gunter, Ann C.

Scott, Jane Ayer

Lindner, Rudi Paul

Edwards, Douglas R.

Frangipane, Marcella

Güterbock, Hans G.

Hawkins, J. D.

Todd, Ian A.

Ozdogan, Mehmet

Magness-Gardiner, Bonnie

Tuchelt, Klaus

Bammer, Anton
Yener, K. Aslıhan  

Voigt, Mary M.  

Yakar, Jak  

Hoffner, Jr., Harry A.  

Ozguc, Tahsin  

Bron, François  

Yener, K. Aslıhan  

Veenhof, Klaas R.  

Bryce, Trevor R.  

Bryce, Trevor R.  

Edwards, Douglas R.  

Hauptmann, Harald  

Ratte, Christopher  

Greenwalt, Jr., Crawford H.  

Bass, George F.  
Yener, K. Aslihan

Hawkins, J. D.

Pulak, Cemal and Bass, George F.

Postgate, J. N.

Crawford, Harriet

Weiss, Harvey

Huehnergard, John

Foster, Benjamin R.

Holt, Frank L.

Buccellati, Giorgio

Kuhne, Hartmut

Pitard, Wayne T.

Garsoian, Nina G.

Lamprichs, Roland W.

Grayson, A. Kirk

Klengel-Brandt, Evelyn

Klengel-Brandt, Evelyn

Frame, Grant

Stronach, David and Zournatzi, Antignon
Frame, Grant

Miroshchidji, Pierre de

Bouzek, Jan

Hole, Frank

Meyer, Leon De

Potts, D. T.

Thuesen, Ingolf

Henrickson, Robert C.

Danti, Michael D. and Zettler, Richard L.

Auerbach, Elise

Zarins, Juris

McCellan, Thomas L.

Martin, Harriet P.

Matthews, R. J.

Young, T. Cuyler


Margueron, Jean-Claude

Sumner, William M.

Negahban, Ezat O.

Stone, Elizabeth C.

Young, Jr., T. Cuyler

Nissen, Hans J.

Seidl, Ursula

Curtis, John

Stronach, David and Codella, Kim

Zettler, Richard L.

Stein, Diana L.

Huot, Jean-Louis

Stronach, David

Stronach, David and Codella, Kim


Edens, Christopher

Huot, Jean-Louis

Pollock, Susan

Zimansky, Paul E.

Boehmer, Rainer Michael
Warburton, David A.
Potts, Daniel T.
Parr, Peter J.
Potts, Daniel T.
Howard-Carter, Theressa
Van Beek, Gus W.
Van Beek, Gus W.
Van Beek, Gus W.
Maigret, Alessandro de
Howard-Carter, Theresa
Parr, Peter J.
Zarins, Juris
Potts, D. T.
Parr, Peter J.
Reade, Julian E.
Van Beek, Gus W.

Zarins, Juris

Parr, Peter J.

Zarins, Juris

Potts, D. T.

Warburton, David A.
Knapp, A. Bernard

Betancourt, Philip P.
1997 “Crete,” pp.70–72 in Eric M. Meyers (ed.), The Oxford Encyclopedia of Archaeology in the

MacGillivray, J. Alexander

Rowland, Jr., Robert J.
1997 “Sardinia (Mediterranean),” pp.482–84 in Eric M. Meyers (ed.), The Oxford Encyclopedia of

Wells, Colin M.

White, Donald

Isaac, Ephriam

Gragg, Gene

Greene, Joseph A.

Greene, Joseph A.
10. **Egyptian sites with Levantine materials:**

**NOTE:** These represent summaries of work conducted at Ancient Egyptian sites.

Petrie, W. M. F. and Duncan, J. G.
1906 *Hyksos and Israelite Cities.* British School of Archaeology in Egypt 12. London: Histories and Mysteries of Man Ltd. (reprint).  **Call no.:** DT.57 E5 1989 vol.12

**Egyptian sites with Levantine materials, OEAE Articles:**  **Call no.:** DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)

Bietak, M.

**Egyptian sites with Levantine materials, OEANE Articles:**  **Call no.:** DS.56.09 1997 (Ref. section 1st floor)

Bietak, M.

Holladay, J. S.

Weinstein, James

**Egyptian sites with Levantine materials, EAAE articles:**  **Call no.:** DT.58 E53 1999

**Note:** There are numerous site entries (like above) in the following encyclopedia: K. Bard (ed.). *Encyclopedia of the Archaeology of Ancient Egypt.* New York: Routledge.
I. Material culture and other aspects

1. Architecture & construction:


Borowski, Oded

Herzog, Ze’ev

Herzog, Ze’ev

Hoglund, Kenneth G.

Bloch-Smith, Elizabeth M.

Holladay, Jr., John S.

Borowski, Oded

Stone, Elizabeth C.

Holladay, Jr., John S.

Arnold, Felix

Margueron, Jean-Claude

Herzog, Ze’ev

Dorsey, David A.

Salles, Jean-Francois

Holladay, Jr., John S.
Yon, Marguerite

Moore, A. M. T.

Seger, Joe D.
2. Urbanization, cities, housing:
Kempinski, Aharon and Reich, Ronny (eds.)
DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).
Frick, Frank S.
Fritz, Volkmar
Stern, Ephriam
Edens, Christopher
Broshi, Magen
Borowski, Oded
Herzog, Ze'ev
Herzog, Ze'ev
Hoglund, Kenneth G.
Holladay, Jr., John S.
Borowski, Oded
Stone, Elizabeth C.
Holladay, Jr., John S.
Arnold, Felix

Margueron, Jean-Claude

Herzog, Ze’ev

Dorsey, David A.

Salles, Jean-Francois

Holladay, Jr., John S.

Yon, Marguerite

Irvin, Dorothy

Moore, A. M. T.

Seger, Joe D.
3. **Temples:**
Kempinski, Aharon and Reich, Ronny (eds.)

**OEANE articles:** DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).

Haak, Robert D.

Lundquist, John M.

Olyan, Saul M.

Herzog, Ze’ev

Reich, Ronny

Margueron, Jean-Claude

Nakhai, Beth Alpert

Stone, Elizabeth C.
4. Tombs/graves, burial practices, etc:
Kempinski, Aharon and Reich, Ronny (eds.)

Vaux, Roland de
**Call no.**: xxx (in library)

**OEANE articles:** DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).

Ilan, David

McCane, Byron R.

Bloch-Smith, Elizabeth

Bloch-Smith, Elizabeth

Ilan, David

Long, Gary Alan

Ilan, David

Bloch-Smith, Elizabeth

Greene, Joseph A.

Bloch-Smith, Elizabeth

McCane, Byron R.

Dever, William G.

Wachsmann, Shelly
Smith, Patricia

Ilan, David

Ilan, David

Syria-Palestine: ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU).

Note: Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here (other languages listed at end of file).


5. Religion (general)
Lieck, Gwendolyn
Call no.: xxx (in library)

Vaux, Roland de
Call no.: xxx (in library)


Olyan, Saul M.

Yon, Marguerite

ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU).

Note: Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here (other languages listed at end of file).

MacKay, Donald Bruce. Ethnicity and Israelite religion: the anthropology of social boundaries in judges Canadian theses.
On-line electronic book: link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.1122)

6. Deities (specific; groups):
Vaux, Roland de
Call no.: xxx (in library)
7. **Astronomy, astrology, calendars, science, mathematics:** DS.56.09 1997 (ref. section: 1st floor).
Pardee, Dennis

8. **Jewelry, amulets, etc.:** DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).
Aune, David E.

Wapnish, Paula

Liebowitz, Harold A.

Simpson, St. John

Sass, Benjamin

Bordreuil, Pierre

Magness-Gardiner, Bonnie

**ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU).**

**Note:** Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here (other languages listed at end of file).

Ingram, Rebecca Suzanne, 1976–. *Faience and glass beads from the late Bronze Age shipwreck at Uluburun.*


9. **Museum collections, exhibitions (art; sculpture):**
Weiss, Harvey (ed.)
10. **Art, Sculpture, furniture, etc.**
Weiss, Harvey (ed.)

**OEANE articles:** DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).

Liebowitz, Harold A.

Nakhai, Beth Alpert

Stern, Ephriam

Yon, Marguerite

Castriota, David

11. **Textiles, clothing, linen, etc.**
Barber, E. J.

**OEANE articles:** DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).

Gascou, Jean

Irvin, Dorothy

Barber, E. J. W.

12. **Cosmetics, toiletries, cosmetic equipment, etc.:** DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).

Wapnish, Paula

Liebowitz, Harold A.
Simpson, St. John

Dayagi-Mendels, Michal

Dayagi-Mendels, Michal

13. Medicine, health, disease, etc.: DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).

Avalos, Hector Ignacio

Dayagi-Mendels, Michal

14. Private life, social stratification, people, ethnicity, family, education, etc.: 

Vaux, Roland de

Call no.: xxx (in library)


Zadok, Ran

Irvin, Dorothy

Moore, A. M. T.

15. Women’s studies, females, etc.: 

Vaux, Roland de

16. Sports, games, recreation, drama, theatre, performance, music, etc.: 


Hubner, Ulrich

Braun, Joachim
17. Law, crimes, punishment, code of conduct, morality, etc.:
Vaux, Roland de
Call no.: xxx (in library)

18. Administration, economy, markets, trade, etc.:
Vaux, Roland de
Call no.: xxx (in library)

Bass, George F.
Bivar, A. D. H.
Wachsmann, Shelley
Dorsey, David A.
Powell, Marvin A.

Wachsmann, Shelley and Haldane, Douglas
Steffy, J. Richard
Bass, George F.
Nun, Mendel
Wachsmann, Shelly
Haldane, Cheryl W.
Wachsmann, Shelley

Bass, George F.

Prausnitz, M. W.

Linder, Elisha

Bass, George A. and Wachsmann, Shelly

Pulak, Cemal and Bass, George F.

Syria-Palestine: ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU).

Note: Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here (other languages listed at end of file).

Ingram, Rebecca Suzanne, 1976-. *Faience and glass beads from the late Bronze Age shipwreck at Uluburun*. On-line electronic book: link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.882)


Dorsey, David A.

Crouwel, J. H. and Littauer, Mary Aiken

Dorsey, David A.

Dorsey, David A.

Crouwel, J. H. and Littauer, Mary Aiken

Hesse, Brian

Wapnish, Paula

Wapnish, Paula

Hesse, Brian

Wapnish, Paula and Hesse, Brian

Wapnish, Paula and Hesse, Brian

Nun, Mendel

Anderson, J. K.

Wapnish, Paula

LaBianca, Oystein S.

Hesse, Brian

Zeder, Melinda A.

Holladay, Jr., John S.


Wapnish, Paula
Liebowitz, Harold A.

Simpson, St. John

Anderson-Stojanovic, Virginia R.

23. Agriculture, flora/plants, food, aromatics/perfume, etc.: DS.56.09 1997 (ref. section: 1st floor).

Hopkins, David C.

Hopkins, David C.

Hopkins, David C.

Nun, Mendel

Borowski, Oded

Gleason, Kathryn L.

Borowski, Oded

Tsuk, Tsvika

Tsuk, Tsvika

Borowski, Oded

Nielsen, Kjeld

Frankel, Rafael
Hansen, Julie

Potts, Daniel T.

Tsuk, Tsvika

Tsuk, Tsvika

Miller, Naomi F.

Kuniholm, Peter Ian

Seger, Joe D.

London, Gloria Anne

London, Gloria Anne

Armstrong, James A.

Dever, William G.

Stern, Ephriam

Smith, Robert Houston

Todd, Ian A.

Whitehouse, David

Freestone, Ian C.

Peltenburg, Edgar

McClellan, Murray C.


Kling, Barbara

Padgett, J. Michael

Bivar, A. D. H.

Hauptmann, Andreas

Yener, K. Aslihan

Yener, K. Aslihan

Muhly, J. D.

Muhly, J. D.

Lapp, Eric C.


28. *Language and literature:* 

**OEANE articles:** DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).


Loprieno, Antonio

Hoffner, Jr., Harry A.

Gragg, Gene

Gropp, Douglas M.

Windfuhr, Gernot

Pardee, Dennis

Jorgensen, John S.

Veenhof, Klaas R.

Demsy, Aaron

Zadok, Ran

Lemaire, Andre

Bar-Ilan, Meir

Bar-Ilan, Meir

Windfuhr, Gernot L.

Guzzo, Maria G. A.
Pardee, Dennis

Pardee, Dennis

Daniels, Peter T.

Jones, Barry A.

Gragg, Gene B.

Edzard, Dietz O.

Daniels, Peter T.

Daniels, Peter T.
(J). MILITARY (and some general Ancient World):

Anglim, Simon; Rice, Rob S.; Jestice, Phyllis; and Rusch, Scott

Campbell, Duncan B.

Darnell, John C. and Manassa, Colleen
2007 Tutankhamun’s Armies: Battle and Conquest during Ancient Egypt’s Late 18th Dynasty. Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Call no.: DT.81 D36 2007

Edens, C.

Fields, Nic

Hamblin, William J.

Healy, M.

Healy, Mark and McBride, Angus

‘Ibada al-Nubi, Sh.

McLeod, W.

McLeod, W.
1970 Composite Bows from the Tomb of Tut’Ankhamun. Tut’Ankhamun Tomb Series vol. 3. Oxford: Griffith Institute. Call no.: DT.87.5 T8 no.3

Partridge, Robert B.

Schulman, A.

Shaw, I.

Spalinger, A. J.

Steindorff, George and Seele, Keith C.
Vaux, Roland de

**Call no.:** xxx (in library)

**Military OEAE Articles:** **Call no.:** DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)
Seidlmayer, S.J.

Gordon, A.

Leahy, A.

Foster, A.L.

Smith, S.T.

Gnirs, A.M.

Hoffmeier, J.K.

Murnane, William J.

Wells, R.A.

**Military EAAE articles:** **Call no.:** DT.58 E53 1999
Hoffmeier, James K.

Schulman, Alan

**Military OEANE articles:** **Call no.:** DS.56.09 1997 (reference section: 1st floor).
Herzog, Ze’ev

Herzog, Ze’ev
Hoglund, Kenneth G.

Irvin, Dorothy

Dorsey, David A.

Chapman, Rupert

**Syria-Palestine: ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU).**

**Note:** Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here (other languages listed at end of file).


**On-line electronic book:** link via [http://www.etana.org](http://www.etana.org) (core/all texts, author no.1291)
(K). INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS:
Assmann, Jan.
Bleiberg, Edward
1996 *The Official Gift in Ancient Egypt*. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press. **Call no.:** HC.33 B57 1996; (also an **Electronic Book**)
Braun, T.F.R.G.
Bresciani, E.
Cohen, Raymond and Westbrook, Raymond
Edens, C.
Ehrich, W. (ed.)
Leahy, A.
Mark, Samuel
Moller, Astrid
Oller, G. H.
Peet, T. Eric
1923 *Egypt and the Old Testament*. Liverpool: University Press of Liverpool. **Call no.:** BS.1180 P37 1923 (ETS)
Petrie, W.M.F.
1911 *Egypt and Israel*. New York: SPCK (reprint). **Call no.:** DS.121.5 P4
Shaw, I.
International relations: CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on Syria-Palestine:
Braun, T.F.R.G.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.3 pt.3

International Relations OEAE articles: Call no.: DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)
Mumford, G.D.
Mumford, G.D.

International Relations EAAE articles: Call no.: DT.58 E53 1999
Liverani, Mario
Ward, William A.

International Relations OEANE articles:
Wachsmann, Shelley
Bass, George A. and Wachsmann, Shelly
Dorsey, David A.
Powell, Marvin A.

International relations: ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU).
Note: Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here (other languages listed at end of file).
Ingram, Rebecca Suzanne, 1976-. *Faience and glass beads from the Late Bronze Age shipwreck at Uluburun.*
On-line electronic book: link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.882)
Lin, Shih-Han Samuel. *Lading of the Late Bronze Age ship at Uluburun The Digital Repository at Texas A&M University.*
On-line electronic book: link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.1096)
Mumford, Gregory Duncan. *International relations between Egypt, Sinai, and Syria-Palestine during the Late Bronze Age to Early Persian period (dynasties 18-26: c.1550-525 B.C.) : a spatial and temporal analysis of the distribution and proportions of Egyptianizing artefacts and pottery in Sinai and selected sites in Syria-Palestine* Canadian theses.

**On-line electronic book:** link via [http://www.etana.org](http://www.etana.org) (core/all texts, author no.1291)
(L). TEXTS / INSCRIPTIONS on the Near East (and Egyptian relations with the Near East):

Chavalas, M. W.
*Call no.:* DS.62.2 A63 2006

Cumming, Barbara
*Call no.:* DT.87 U7413 fasc.3

Cumming, Barbara
*Call no.:* DT.87 U7413 fasc.2

Cumming, Barbara
*Call no.:* DT.87 U7413 fasc.1

Davies, Benedict G.
1997  *Egyptian Historical Inscriptions of the Nineteenth Dynasty*.  Jonsered: Paul Astroms forlag.  
*Call no.:* DT.87 D28 2007

Davies, Benedict G.
*Call no.:* DT.87 U7413 fasc.6

Davies, Benedict G.
*Call no.:* DT.87 U7413 fasc.5

Davies, Benedict G.
*Call no.:* DT.87 U7413 fasc.4

Erman, Adolf
*Call no.:* PJ.1943 E72 1966 (ETS)

Gardiner, A. H., Peet, T. E., and Cerny, J.
*Call no.:* PJ.1526 S5 G37x (ETS)

Gardiner, A. H., Peet, T. E., and Cerny, J.
*Call no.:* PJ.1526 S5 G37x (ETS)

Lichtheim, M.
*Call no.:* PJ.1943 L5 2006

Lichtheim, M.
*Call no.:* PJ.1943 L5 2006

Lichtheim, M.
*Call no.:* PJ.1943 L5 2006

Manetho (Translated by W. G. Waddell)
*Call no.:* PA.3612 M3 1940B

Moran, W. L.
*Call no.:* PJ.3886 E5 M67 1992
Parkinson, R. B.

Parkinson, R. B.

Pritchard, James B. (ed.)

Pritchard, James B. (ed.)

Simpson, William Kelly (ed.).

**Texts OEAE Articles on texts: Call no.:** DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)

Wente, E.F.

Seidlmayer, S.J.

**Texts EAAE articles on texts: Call no.:** DT.58 E53 1999

Liverani, Mario
(M). THE AEGEAN / GREECE:
Adkins, Lesley and Adkins, Roy A.
  **Call no.:** DF.77 A35 1997
Anglim, Simon; Rice, Rob S.; Jestice, Phyllis; and Rusch, Scott
  **Call no.:** U.29 F48 2002
  **Call no.:** N.5330 A68 2003
Betancourt, Philip P.
  **Call no.:** N.5640 B48 2007
Biers, William R.
  **Call no.:** xxx (in library).
Boardman, John
  **Call no.:** xxx (in library).
Boardman, John
  **Call no.:** xxx (in library).
Boardman, John
  **Call no.:** xxx (in library).
Boardman, J.
  **Call no.:** NOT YET (???)
Boardman, J.
  **Call no.:** DF.251 B6 1964x
Bryce, T.
  **Call no.:** DF.221 T8 B79 2006 (Electronic Book)
Burkert, Walter
  **Call no.:** xxx (in library).
Campbell, Duncan B.
  **Call no.:** U.29 C36 2006
Campbell, Duncan B.
  **Call no.:** UG.443 C36 2005x
Campbell, Duncan B.
  **Call no.:** Call no.: U.873 C367 2003x
Campbell, Duncan B.
  **Call no.:** U873 C367 2003x
Cartledge, Paul  
Call no.: xxx (in library).

Cassin-Scott, Jack  
Call no.: DF.225 C377 2002x

Casson, Lionel  
Call no.: xxx (in library).

Casson, Lionel  
Call no.: xxx (in library).

Dickinson, Oliver  
Call no.: xxx (in library).

Doumas, Christos G.  
Call no.: xxx (in library).

Drews, Robert  
Call no.: xxx (in library).

Fields, Nic  
Call no.: VM.16 F54 2007

Fields, Nic.  
2007 *Thermopylae 480 BC: Last Stand of the 300.* Osprey Campaign Series 188. London: Osprey Publishing Ltd.  
Call no.: DF.225.5 F54 2007

Fields, Nic.  
Call no.: NOT YET

Fields, Nic  
Call no.: xxx (in library).

Fields, Nic  
Call no.: UG.429 G8 F54 2004

Graham, James Walter  
Call no.: xxx (in library).

Groenewegen-Frankfort, H.A.  
Call no.: N.5340 F72 1972

Grguric, Nicolas  
Call no.: U35 G748 2005x
Harding, A. F.
1984 **The Mycenaeans and Europe.** Orlando: Academic Press. **Call no.:** DF.220 H346 1984
Heckel, Waldemar
Heckel, Waldemar and Jones, Ryan
2006 **Macedonian Warrior: Alexander’s Elite Infantryman.** Osprey Warrior Series 103. London: Osprey Publishing Ltd. **Call no.:** U.33 H435 2006x
Higgins, Reynolds
1997 **Minoan and Mycenaean Art (new revised edition).** London: Thames and Hudson. **Call no.:** xxx (in library).
Hood, Sinclair
Hurwit, Jeffrey M.
1985 **The Art and Culture of Early Greece, 1100-480 BC.** Ithaca: Cornell University Press. **Call no.:** NX.448.5 H87 1987
Kampen, N. B. et. al.,
1996 **Sexuality in Ancient Art: Near East, Egypt, Greece and Italy.** Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. **Call no.:** N.5333 S425 1996
Lawrence, A. W. and Tomlinson, R. A.
Levi, Peter
Moller, Astrid
Palmer, L. R.
1965 **Mycenaens and Minoans: Aegean Prehistory in the Light of the Linear B Tablets.** Westport: Greenwood Press. **Call no.:** DF.220 P3 1980 (reprint)
Platon, Nicholas
1999 **Ancient Greece: A Political, Social, and Cultural History.** New York: Oxford University **Call no.:** xxx (in library).
Preziosi, Donald
Samuel, A. E.
1966 **Mycenaens in History.** Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall. **Call no.:** DF.221 M9 S2
Schofield, L.
Sekunda, Nicholas and Warry, John
2004 **Alexander the Great BC.** Osprey General Military Series. London: Osprey Publishing Ltd. **Call no.:** DF.234 S453 2004x
Sekunda, Nicholas

Sekunda, Nicholas

Sekunda, Nicholas

Sekunda, Nicholas

Sekunda, Nicholas and McBride, Angus

Souza, Philip de, Heckel, Waldemar and Llewelly-Jones, Lloyd

Souza, Philip de

Souza, Philip de

Taylour, William

Thompson, Michael

Warry, John

Wolf, W.

**CAH: Cambridge Ancient History articles on Greece and the Aegean:**

Blegen, C.W.

Braun, T.F.R.G.
Caskey, J.L. and Matz, F.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.1 (use with more recent studies)

Caskey, J.L.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.1 pt.2 (use with more recent studies)

Chadwick, J. and Kirk, G.S.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2 (use with more recent studies)

Cook, J.M.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2 (use with more recent studies)

Crossland, R.A.

Daniel, G. and Evans, J.D.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2 (use with more recent studies)

Desborough, V.R.d’A. and Hammond, N.G.L.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2 (use with more recent studies)

Dow, S. and Chadwick, J.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.1 (use with more recent studies)

Guthrie, W.K.C.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2 (use with more recent studies)
Matz, F.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.1 *(use with more recent studies)*

Stubbings, F.H.
Call no.: D57 C252 vol.2 pt.2 *(use with more recent studies)*

OEAE Articles on Greece and the Aegean: Call no.: DT.58.094 2001 (Ref. section 1st floor)
Mumford, G.D.

Cline, Eric H.

EAAE Articles on Greece and the Aegean: Call no.: DT.58 E53 1999
Miller, Stella G.

Russell, Pamela

Greece & the Aegean: ELECTRONIC SOURCE (on-line link available via ETANA / ABZU).
Note: Some sources are dated; only English ones are listed here (other languages listed at end of file).
Betancourt, Philip P.; Watrous, Livingston V.; Shaw, Joseph W.; Shaw, Maria C. *Kommos: an excavation on the south coast of Crete.*
On-line electronic book: link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.163)

Cain, Candace Dawn. *The question of narrative in Aegean Bronze Age art* Canadian theses.
On-line electronic book: link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.352)


Debbo, Nicola Jane. *The role of the women in the frescoes from Akrotiri : an examination of the iconography of dress, hairstyle and jewellery* Canadian theses.
On-line electronic book: link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.517)

Durant, Will. *The life of Greece :being a history of Greek civilization from the beginnings, and of civilization in the Near East from the death of Alexander, to the Roman conquest.*
On-line electronic book: link via http://www.etana.org (core/all texts, author no.570)
Evans, Arthur J. *The Palace of Minos*.

**On-line electronic book:** link via [http://www.etana.org](http://www.etana.org) (core/all texts, author no.612)


**On-line electronic book:** link via [http://www.etana.org](http://www.etana.org) (core/all texts, author no.661)

Kieser, Deanne. *Minoan trade: aspects and ambiguities*.

**On-line electronic book:** link via [http://www.etana.org](http://www.etana.org) (core/all texts, author no.965)

Shaw, J. W. [and others]. *Proceedings of the Kommos Symposium held at the Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Canada on December 29, 1984* Scripta Mediterranea Volume VI, 1985, Special Issue.

**On-line electronic book:** link via [http://www.etana.org](http://www.etana.org) (core/all texts, author no.1525)

Shaw, J. W.; A. Van de Moortel; P.M. Day; V. Kilikoglou. *A LM IA ceramic kiln in South-Central Crete: function and pottery production*.

**On-line electronic book:** link via [http://www.etana.org](http://www.etana.org) (core/all texts, author no.1526)


**On-line electronic book:** link via [http://www.etana.org](http://www.etana.org) (core/all texts, author no.1527)

Westerman, W. L. *Slave Systems of Greek and Roman Antiquity*.

**On-line electronic book:** link via [http://www.etana.org](http://www.etana.org) (core/all texts, author no.1718)
IN-PROGRESS:
SYRIA-PALESTINE / LEVANT / BIBLICAL LANDS (and military):
King, Philip J. and Stager, Lawrence E.
  Call no.: DS.112 K48 2001
Negev, Avraham
  Call no.: DS.154.22 N45 1986
Robinson, E.
  Call no.: DS.107 R649 (ETS); Note: use caution! (dated source).

GREECE:
Morkot, Robert
  Call no.: G.2001 S1 M6 1996
Shelmedine, C.W.
  Call no.: DF.220 C36 2008
Stampolidis, N. and Sotirakopoulou, P.
  Call no.: N.5899 C9 S73 2007
GUIDE TO M. H. STERNE LIBRARY COLLECTIONS
(University of Alabama at Birmingham)

Primarily regarding sources on THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST & AEGEAN

but including Egyptian relations with the Near East

Arranged by subjects (with call nos.)

Compiled by G. D. Mumford (Dept. Anthropology)

(Updated continuously)
-- 1st July, 2009 --
THE AEGEAN, ANATOLIA, and NEAR EAST:

The following books have been double-checked against current holdings/orders in M.H. Sterne library, have been given their ISBN number (often for hardcover; sometimes for paperback), and have been priced via Amazon.com, prioritizing on available “new” books whenever possible, or available “very good” to “like new” second-hand books when “new” copies are not available. An additional, back-up list has been included should a few of the sources be unobtainable at the time of ordering.

**Requested books:**

| ISBN        | Title and Author(s)                                                                 | CALL no.     | YES?
|-------------|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|--------------|--------

1. Adams, Russell B. (ed.)

2. Bryce, T.

3. Burney, Charles

4. Cadogen, Gerald

5. Casson, Lionel

6. Curtis, Adrian

7. Demand, Nancy

8. Fitton, J. Lesley

9. Galatry, M. L. and Parkinson, W. A.

10. Green, Peter

11. Hurwit, Jeffrey M.

12. Killebrew, Ann E.

13. King, Philip J. and Stager, Lawrence E.
14. Longrigg, James

15. MacDonald, Nathan
**ISBN:** 978-0-8028-6298-3; **Amazon/Abe price listing:** (ordered) $12.

16. Marinatos, Nanno
**ISBN:** 960-7310-27-6; **Amazon/Abe price listing:** (ordered) $15.

17. Matthews, Victor H. and Benjamin, Don C.
1993 *Social World of Ancient Israel 1250-587 BCE.* Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, Inc. **Call no.:** DS.112 M333 1993

18. Morkot, Robert

19. Morrison, J. S., Coates, J. E., and Rankov, N. B.

20. Parcak, Sarah

21. Schofield, L.

22. Shelmedine, C.W.

23. Stampolidis, N. and Sotirakopoulou, P.

24. Wachsmann, Shelley

25. Yener, K. A. and Hoffner, H. A. (eds.)

26. Young, Margaret

27. Young, Gordon D. (ed.)

**TOTAL:**

$998
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential supplementary list</th>
<th>Amazon prices (new/used)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
ISBN: 0-385-65912-1; Amazon/Abe price listing: $15 ($50). |
ISBN: (0-906090-45-8); Amazon/Abe price listing: $12. |
| 30. Borowski, Oded **Agriculture in Iron Age Israel.** Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns.  
ISBN: 0-931464-27-7; Amazon/Abe price listing: $32. |
ISBN: 0-664-24184-0; Amazon/Abe price listing: $18. |
| 34. Dothan, Trude **The Philistines and Their Material Culture.** Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society.  
ISBN: 0-300-02258-1; Amazon/Abe price listing: $50. |
ISBN: 965-221-007-2; Amazon/Abe price listing: $85. |
ISBN: 90-6831-135-2; Amazon/Abe price listing: $120. |
| 37. Herzog, Chaim and Gichon, Mordichai **Battles of the Bible.** Guildford: Biddles Limited.  
ISBN: 0-7737-3022-2; Amazon/Abe price listing: $35. |
ISBN: 978-0-9378-0883-2; Amazon/Abe price listing: $25. |
ISBN: 0-415-09659-6; Amazon/Abe price listing: $45. |
ISBN: 90-5699-522-9; Amazon/Abe price listing: $84.

42. McGovern, Patrick

43. Pitard, Wayne T.

44. Porten, Bezalel et. al.

45. Shanks, Hershel

46. Shortland, Andrew J. (ed.)

47. Smith, Bruce D.

48. Snell, Daniel C. (ed.)

49. Unwin, Tim

50. Van de Mieroop, Marc

51. Wood, Michael
1996 *In Search of the Trojan War (revised)*. Berkeley: University of California Press. ISBN: 0-520-21599-0; Amazon/Abe price listing: $12.

**TOTAL:** $xxx